**Hit 1 or hit 100...**

**SWEET SHOT GIVES YOU THE LONG BALL, CONSISTENTLY!**

Some golfers get greatest distance with a high compression ball—others with a lower compression golf ball. That’s why Worthington makes **Sweet Shots** in different compressions—so you can recommend the one that best matches each golfer’s swing. “Big hitters” need a harder ball, like the **Sweet Shot 100**; smooth swingers do best with a lower compression ball, like the **90**.

And once you have helped a golfer select the **Sweet Shot** for him, you can be sure that he’ll get his longest drives consistently. Precision dyna-tension winding, plus individual compression-testing, assures you that every **Sweet Shot** you sell is the same compression as the last.

Recommend the **long ball** for 1960—the **Sweet Shot**. Use it yourself, and hit for distance, consistently! SOLD ONLY IN PRO SHOPS.

---

**Says Poa Is Nature’s Way of Filling In Weak Spots**

*By HENRY MITCHELL*

Chemical control of poa annua is again being tried by the experiment stations. Tons of bent seed are still sold each year. Apparently, poa is still classified as a weed by many turf growers. It is, I think, a gift from Mother Nature. Seeding prolifically, it fills in many thin, weak spots in turf.

The most common cause of thin, weak turf is traffic. If the soil is very wet traffic affects it even more. So, it is a popular theory that poa is “caused” by traffic and poor drainage.

Especially on fairways, mowing is our most serious form of traffic. Excessive nitrogen softens plant tissue and reduces the resistance of the grass to traffic. It also increases traffic by increasing the necessity of mowing.

**Reduce Organic Content**

Nitrogen, lime and water reduce the organic content of the soil. In fact, they are recommended for this purpose in the compost pile. They feed bacteria and encourage it to use up carbon and simultaneously reduce the oxygen content of the soil air.

When used excessively the resultant low carbon (or organic) content spoils the structure of the soil and the low oxygen content is disastrous to the growth and function of the grass roots. There is a narrow margin between too much and too little of this nitrogen-lime-water combination. When too much is applied poa thrives on the resultant compaction.

Some factors are uncontrollable but much of the poa might disappear if nitrogen applications were reduced. About 30 per cent is forced into our turf by early feeding before temperatures are high enough for the growth of bent and 10 per cent is the result of improper use of mechanical tools.

Southern supts. are reporting the successful use of high nitrogen plus aerification as a means of forcing poa into winter greens (a substitute for overseeding with rye grass.)
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